CORNISH PLASTIC POLLUTION COALITION
2020 COVID IMPACT REPORT
HOW THE COVID PANDEMIC HAS AFFECTED THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CPPC MEMBER GROUPS
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Background
The Cornish Plastic Pollution Coalition comprises over 50 environmental organisations, local marine conservation groups, beach cleaning groups
and marine science experts, collectively representing tens of thousands of people in Cornwall and beyond. Each of the CPPC members carry out
their own independent activities, but also work collaboratively, as part of this coalition, on a number of key themes.
The main areas of work of the CPPC are:
-

to raise awareness of the issue of marine litter and plastic pollution around our coastline by working with community groups, interested
schools, and other organisations who wish to engage with the CPPC;

-

to informally improve information exchange and coordination between organisations and volunteers involved in marine litter and plastic
pollution in Cornwall;

-

to specifically highlight the issue of single use plastics, container spill items, and other types of plastic pollution which are prevalent in our
Cornish environment either consistently, or sporadically in large volumes.

-

to raise the issue of marine litter and plastic pollution with identified businesses and organisations and try to persuade them to change
their practices to more environmentally friendly methods / products.

The CPPC’s website is www.cppccornwall.org.uk Facebook page @yourshoreplastic Twitter @Cornish_PPC
Delia Webb, Claire Wallerstein and John Page are currently the co-ordinators and key contacts for the CPPC, and they can be contacted via our
email info@cppccornwall.org.uk or telephone numbers as follows:
Delia 01736 787191 / 07736400960 Claire 01752 823308 / 07815 567234 John 01726 814430/07990 862783

Data Collection
The CPPC has previously collected data each December relating to the amount of beach-cleaning and litter-picking carried out by our members,
together with the total amount of volunteer hours dedicated to that activity. However, the Covid pandemic severely disrupted the normal
activities of all our member groups and individuals. Consequently, at the end of 2020 the CPPC instead asked our members to answer five
questions relating to how the Covid pandemic had affected their beach-cleaning, litter-picking, education, research, scientific or other activities.
This report details the responses received (in the order in which they were received), together with an overall summary.
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Questions Posed
The five questions posed were:

1. What have been the positive changes and outcomes of this year’s pandemic on your
groups’/volunteers’ activities and the environment in your area?
2. What have been the negative impacts and outcomes of this year’s pandemic on your
groups’/volunteers’ activities and the environment in your area?
3. What lessons can be learned from this year, and how do you and your group/volunteers intend
to modify the way you work in the future?
4. What are your group's objectives for 2021?
5. Let us have any project ideas for ways in which your group and volunteers could collaborate
with other CPPC members in 2021 to focus on important themes or issues (e.g. a campaign to ask
people to use reusable masks as opposed to disposable ones).
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Executive Summary
28 of our member groups responded to our request for opinions as to how they have been impacted by the pandemic during 2020.
There were definite key themes which emerged from the responses, and though each group replied in their own words, and in relation to their
own ‘patches’ or locality, there was a clear sense of commonality and agreement.
In terms of positive outcomes, the overwhelming benefits were seen as those relating to the peace and quiet experienced during the first
‘lockdown’ period. Less traffic and people about allowed nature to flourish. Less human activity meant less wildlife disturbance, less litter, and
more of a chance for our wildlife to reclaim ownership of the Cornish coast and countryside.
The overall reduction in groups’ and individuals’ carbon footprints were also identified as a massive positive. Walking, cycling, sea-swimming, and
general outdoor activities were enjoyed, as well as the chance to spend more time with family. Staying local, shopping local, and appreciating your
close community all contributed to this.
Additionally, groups felt that they had been given an opportunity to focus time and energy on altered approaches, new methods of working,
acquiring new skills (sometimes out of necessity) and collaborating with partners in mutually beneficial projects and initiatives. ‘Stuff’ still
happened – just in different ways.

The negative impact of the pandemic on our Cornish environmental groups and volunteers has been significant. The loss of face-to-face activities
and events have hit hard in a number of ways. Volunteers have felt more isolated, missing out on the social contact, support, and camaraderie of
their groups. Meeting online doesn’t suit everyone, and the reduction in overall activity has also meant, less public engagement, less public
awareness raising, less direct education work, and less funds generated. For those organisations who employ volunteers as well as staff,
apprentices, interns, students etc it has also meant difficult decisions in terms of retaining, furloughing and redundancy. The financial losses
suffered by some of the groups and organisations will directly influence future plans and budgeting, and there will be repercussions in some areas
due to decreased opportunities for volunteer recruitment and training.
Restrictions on travel distances have made it difficult to access the more remote spots that are known to accumulate litter and marine plastics, or
areas normally frequented for wildlife monitoring & recording. There may be some catching up that will need to be done to address this.
On a practical level the pandemic has made sharing equipment and resources incredibly complex. Health & Safety, sanitising and cleaning
requirements have meant that most groups have chosen to stop this altogether, while a few have handed out equipment to small ‘bubble’ or
family groups for their exclusive use.
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Evidence of negative human behaviours has been witnessed across the Duchy. This includes wildlife disturbances, littering, fly-tipping, flycamping, and antisocial behaviour. Some areas have seen problems due to large numbers of visitors, traffic/parking chaos, vandalism and theft.
Certain types of littering increased dramatically – toilet/sanitary waste, BBQs, and PPE in particular. The sudden change from the calm and peace
of the first lockdown period, to a seeming ‘free-for-all’ when restrictions were lifted, was experienced by many.
In terms of the ongoing campaign against Single Use Plastics the pandemic has made some feel like ground has been lost. Covid 19 has focussed
the public’s mind on human-to-human germ transfer, which has made reusable items such as coffee cups and bottles less attractive. There is also
the trend for single-use PPE to contend with.
Planning and strategising for the medium and long term is proving hard without a clear idea of how the Covid restrictions will change over time.
Looking forward to this year and beyond, there was an overwhelming sense of hope and positivity. Collaboration is uppermost in our members’
vision. Joined-up working is the best way in which we can all help each other as well as help the environment and wildlife around us. Groups spoke
about their pride in being able to adapt and survive. They have improvised, invented, and worked in a variety of new ways in order to remain
flexible enough to weather this pandemic storm. They are passionate about keeping carbon footprints low and adapting to the ‘virtual’ and online
world. This will open up exciting possibilities for education, training, and communication, which when combined with traditional methods will
ensure a diverse approach to all our work.
Objectives for the near future as well as the longer term include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuation of regular beach-cleans and litter-picks
Using local learning experiences to influence future decision making
Increased education work (all ages) on and offline
More collaboration between groups, networks, external partners & stakeholders
Renewed campaigns on SUPs, PPE, single-use BBQs, cigarette litter
Renewed campaigns on recycling

The past 12 months have seen the CPPC members building up valuable resilience, strength, skills, and knowledge, and they are keen to use this
not only to support their individual work, but also the work of the entire coalition.
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1. Positive Changes. None really – apart from enjoying the stillness and quiet of lockdown!
2. Negative Impacts. Beach cleans almost non-existent except in small bubbles – our insurance doesn’t cover us for
groups of more than 6 (including beach clean leader!), making public or advertised events impossible. We've just been
out and about in our own capacity as individuals or small groups of friends.
Huge numbers of visitors on beaches – rubbish left behind and local volunteers feeling fearful about going to beaches
because of numbers of people.
PPE pollution – widespread
Disturbance of wildlife
3. Lessons Learned. Looking at potentially facilitating small bubble cleans and/ or loaning out equipment to interested
bubbles to head off on their own (however trying to work out potential insurance implications/ logistical headaches).
4. Objectives for 2021. Considering likelihood of continued restrictions we're looking at linking up with other local more
water-based groups e.g. Lynher Barge and local kayakers to focus on different, less busy, harder-to-reach, non-beach
areas and/ or focusing more on responding to specific events e.g. removal of big nets, cleaning up during microplastic
dumps, than on regular scheduled cleans.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. No ideas as yet, but definitely keen to support and help with anything the CPPC can do to
help to retain the focus on the impacts of plastic pollution and need to tackle it.
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1. Positive Change. Throughout the past 12 months the FoPC have worked incredibly closely with other local
organisations and groups to try and support our community throughout this crisis. Our activities have gone way beyond
our normal beach-cleaning, litter-picking and wildlife monitoring, and we feel very privileged to have been in a position
to do this. As a consequence, our links and relationships with local residents, the Town Council, Cornwall Council, Tin
Coast Partnership, police, and landowners have consolidated and strengthened. Our volunteers have attended
community meetings and are active partners in coming up with practical ways of addressing important Covid-related
local issues such as fly-camping, traffic & parking, and littering.
During the first lockdown period, there was a noticeable (and welcome) decrease in littering, and environmental
damage. With less cars on the road there was an overall sense of quiet, and peace, and it was wonderful to see so many
people out walking and cycling instead of driving.
Some of our education volunteers assisted the CPPC with online teaching for home-schooled children, and in this way
we were able to continue with our valuable awareness raising of environmental issues relating to marine pollution, and
responsible wildlife watching.

2. Negative Impacts. Our volunteers have missed the companionship and support of face-to-face activities and events.
Though online meetings are useful, they are no substitute for being together and being able to share the carrying of a
bag of beach debris, a problem, a hug, or a joke. Those living alone, or at a distance too far to walk to the cove, have
particularly missed the comradeship of our group. We have been unable to organise any group events or activities, and
though we have tried to keep people connected through our social media feeds, emails, and zoom meetings – this just
isn’t the same. Members have been doing individual litter-picking on their daily exercise walks etc.
From a coast and countryside perspective, the pandemic has exacerbated some issues relating to our isolated rural
position. When lockdown restrictions were lifted we saw people behaving at their worst down here in West Cornwall.
The amount of traffic (cars, camper vans, and caravans) increased to levels way beyond that which our single-track
lanes, and coves could cope with. The amount of littering (toilet related waste, sanitary items, and discarded PPE in
particular), fly-camping and vandalism increased also, with several incidents of theft, abusive behaviour and trespass
having to be reported to the police. Our volunteers found managing this situation, and keeping the environment &
wildlife safe, extremely challenging.
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3. Lessons Learned. The major lesson learned has been to expect the unexpected! We have been amazed by some of
the negative behaviours we have witnessed, and we are working in partnership with local residents and organisations to
come up with new strategies and practical ways of tackling these problems in the future. Collaboration and mutual
support is key, and we have definitely become better at online meetings and electronic communications.
4. Objectives for 2021. In 2021 our main focus will be to ensure we do all we can to mitigate any further negative
impacts of people’s behaviours towards the coves, wildlife and community around Pendeen and Portheras. We have
already facilitated new signage to be erected on the single-track, dead-end road down to Pendeen Lighthouse that will
deter people from parking in the passing places, and our volunteers have been issued with road-paint by Cormac’s
Highways dept so we can physically hatch out those passing places. We will be continuing working closely with
residents in that area (and police/local authority/landowners) to tackle other problems relating to environmental
damage and wildlife disturbance. As always our volunteers will continue to beach-clean and litter-pick, and
record/report wildlife sightings (within the Covid regulation rules) on a daily basis around our village and coastline.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. We will definitely be collaborating with the CPPC on future education projects, and public
awareness campaigns.

.
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1. Positive Change. Our Transition Falmouth Group has focused on the following activities this year. Firstly, we
continued to support the Marine Conservation Society in its campaign for a Deposit Return System for England (to
follow the example of Scotland). Regular reports are submitted of sightings of "wild" (discarded) plastic and glass
bottles and metal cans - now totalling over 2700. Anyone can participate by visiting https://www.mcsuk.org/cleanseas/drs We also aim to keep our membership posted on local/national waste and recycling developments.
We engaged with Cornwall Council's Carbon Neutral Hive of Ideas - making three early doors suggestions, including our
work on promoting the reduction of plastic pollution via our "Turning Off the Plastic Tap" initiative - for all of which we
won a free copy of the Carbon Buddy Manual !
We have made two submissions to the Council's consultation on the Climate Emergency Development Plan Document,
focusing, in part, on the need to increasingly view waste materials as a positive resource to be repurposed, repaired,
reused or recycled in order to prevent valuable natural resources from going to waste.....and propose to comment on
the current draft just recently received. We are encouraged by the news from Cornwall Council that rigid plastics have
been approved for future recycling at HWRCs.
Our Group has also recently completed its long-awaited Guide to the Local Circular Economy covering mostly the
Falmouth, Penryn and Truro area. Inspired by the work of the Ellen Macarthur Foundation, WRAP. Tevi and the
ExEMPlar Project, we feel that one effective way of tackling plastic pollution is to work towards a situation where much
more waste plastic is repurposed, reused or recycled. Our Guide is designed to celebrate good practice across all sectors
of this economy, including a section on plastic waste, and a mention of the CPPC in the R&D section. The focus is on
small and medium-sized businesses and community/charitable enterprises, not only in our area, but also on the
innovative work of some notable examples further afield. It can be accessed at https://www.transitionfalmouth.org.uk
and click on the Big Green Button. Additions/amendments/comments always welcome at
tgtw@transitionfalmouth.org.uk "
4. Objectives for 2021. Not sure about 2021 yet......probably more of the same and more co-operative working with
other groups and organisations who share our vision for the future
5. Ideas for Collaboration. Keen to continue to collaborate on important issues such as the campaign for a Deposit
Return Scheme, Single Use Plastic Consultations, Recycling Schemes, and anti-Glitter initiatives.
(No replies to questions 2 & 3)
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1. Positive Change. Newquay Marine Group alongside, Land and Sea Cornwall and Clean Cornwall have initiated a
fantastic working relationship with Newquay Town Council following a busy summer that put enormous pressure on
their local services and volunteers. They are meeting weekly to discuss how they can quickly respond to local litter
problems together such as overflowing bins, fly tipping and waste in hedgerows. Clean Cornwall hopes to replicate this
great way of working throughout the Duchy.
Despite all of the hardships this year, many volunteer groups and individuals are still motivated in helping to keep our
Cornish environment clean (where it is safe to do so).
2. Negative Impacts. With international travel bans, Cornwall has received a substantial amount of the national tourism.
The large numbers of visitors, coupled with the fact that many restaurants and attractions remain closed or ‘takeaway
only’, resulted in our outdoor spaces being hit particularly hard with litter and waste in the summer of 2020. Tourism
also came at a time when local services such as public toilets remained closed which lead to reports of human faeces,
sanitary items and PPE in our public spaces. We circulated messaging such ‘We don’t want to see your peaches on our
beaches’ and provided updated information on public services to help resolve some of these issues.
Furthermore, national lockdowns have had negative effects on mental and physical health amongst all sections of the
population. Litter picks and beach cleans can provide socialising with purpose, but due to government regulations we
have had to advise against such activities, and we have not been able to loan any litter picking equipment. Therefore,
there has been a decrease in organised litter picks and community events this year.
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3. Lessons Learned. The impact of COVID-19 has been huge, with great uncertainty about where the events will take us.
Despite the uncertainty from the pandemic, what has been clear is people’s value in being outside in the natural
environment and the positive impact this can have on both physical and mental health. Clean Cornwall is well placed to
support communities in keeping their natural spaces clean for everybody to enjoy and benefit from. We will work on
making Clean Cornwall more inclusive, as a service that everybody can access. We will also modify our approach to
address some of the new environmental challenges Cornwall is facing as a result of COVID-19.
4. Clean Cornwall has launched a new business plan which outlines our objectives for 2021/22. Our focus will be on
continuing to support volunteers across Cornwall in keeping their communities clean. We will do all that we can to
strengthen efforts against PPE pollution and work hard to connect and support individuals and communities that have
felt isolated as a result of such a difficult year.
5. Ideas for collaboration. We are in the process of designing a litter survey that will gather a quantitative baseline of
litter abundance information across Cornwall. We hope this will help to highlight some of the issues that we are having
in Cornwall and to target and incentivise positive action as a result of our findings. We hope to launch the survey later
this year with the support and involvement of CPPC members. In addition, the Clean Cornwall partnership (made up of
local businesses, organisations, community groups and local authority) is looking at innovative ways in which we can
engage visitors with our message ‘Keep Cornwall Clean’. We will provide a consistent and engaging campaign that
everyone can get behind.
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1. Positive Change. We think lots have people have re-engaged with the environment. Lots more people walking and
getting outside and cold-water swimming. As a group we have actually had time to do the tasks that have been on the
backburner! Update the website, design T-Shirts and put in funding bids. Putting up angling bins. Stuff that takes time.
Everyone learned how to video call! Another local group (Newquay Bluetits) raised money for us!! Which was absolutely
amazing and we would be struggling without this money.
2. Negative Impact. Many more visitors over summer and half term which increased the litter and anti- social
behaviours that affected the environment. We have found large numbers of discarded masks and plastic gloves (petrol
station). However, this led to a positive thing, working with the town council and other stakeholders, reforming
Newquay Clean. No face-to-face meetings, events, talks or socials.
3. Lessons Learned. We can carry on! We have done some creating thinking and proposed plans for a Marine Discovery
Centre and an Action Van! These can be adapted for use in Covid times. We have put in a funding bid.
4. Objectives for 2021. To adapt and survive! To play a big role in Friends of Fistral Dunes and start to restore the dune
system. To stay in touch with our group members.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. We are working with Newquay council on a campaign to dissuade people from using
disposable BBQs.
Photos of discarded ones, or ones that have caught bins alight etc would be really useful.
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1. Positive Change. The main positive outcome was that we acted more as a group and pulled together. In a way Covid
focused us on what matters.
We also found new ways of generating an income and we became more innovative.
2. Negative Impacts. Main negative impact was that we engaged with far fewer people. Our rock pool rambles, used to
have over 50 people and we were reduced to under 5/6 people.
Fewer people were allowed into the centre to look at our fish tank/displays and on rainy days we couldn't do activities
e.g. crafts inside.
We had to cancel a beach ranger, we managed to support one student who was really terrific and invaluable to us.
Fewer volunteers manned the centre.
Lower income from activities.
3. Lessons Learned. We learnt how to improvise. We intend to carry on with our children’s painting, the families found
this really enjoyable/creative and it was a good source of income. We have not really discussed activities for 2021 yet.
4. Objectives for 2021. We haven’t yet met to plan this but really, remain open and engage with the public, discover safe
ways of doing this. Hopefully to be able to have 2 beach rangers helping us.
(No reply to 5)
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1. Positive Change. People seemed to take an interest in nature, were friendly and made positive remarks about litter
picking.
Our Green Truro event was excellent with speakers including Professor Ian Bateman, who has a natural capital
approach, Conor Kendrew, ecosystem consultancy and Steve Dovey who owns Woodland Wildlife on Dartmoor. Our
own ranger Chris Waddle and gardener Liam Shoesmith also contributed.
Several of us took part in the ‘Virtual Mass Lobby’ of our MP and have been writing regularly in an attempt to draw her
attention to green issues.
2. Negative Impacts. We have been unable to meet socially, communication and cohesion has been hard to maintain.
Any organised activities been very limited. We feel our MP has been dismissive of most communications. It is easy to
feel overwhelmed by the sheer amount of information and webinars and zoom meetings that are being offered! So that
is a double-edged sword because what's out there is amazing.
3. Lessons Learned. Things can be done on zoom!!! You can learn and network online. BUT it doesn't suit everyone.
4. Objectives for 2021. To try and build a more cohesive/active group.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. Haven't got any ideas at the moment?
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1. Positive Change. We’re living through unprecedented history. Whilst devastating for those suffering from or fighting
the symptoms and indirect impacts of Coronavirus, there may be glimmers of a silver lining. The outbreak has
enhanced our community spirit and we’ve appreciated the importance of our local environment for exercise and natural
wellbeing. Let’s hope this persists beyond lockdown.
For seals, impacts were positive during lockdown with reduced human activity around wildlife sites. Seals slept more
peacefully without human interruption during moulting. Extra energy is used bringing blood to their skin to grow new
fur making them sensitive to cold seawater, so they sleep more on land. For the first time ever, seals slept
uninterrupted. Foraging grounds were quieter with less shipping, fishing, tourism and recreation, so seals could find
their favourite food (sand-eels and dragonets) more easily.
Our charity set up means that throughout lockdown some of our luckiest volunteers could actually exercise to their
local seal site, so we hope to have a once in a life time baseline dataset for seals with minimal human interaction across
four sites. Quick analysis (not effort corrected) suggests that serious seal disturbance incidents dropped by 26% and
seals affected by 60% in the three calendar months March to May 2020 compared to the same months in 2019.
Our supporters benefitted alongside seals as newsletter subscribers (http://eepurl.com/dHdy3j) were able to access
virtual monthly meetings since March, so a wider audience globally can see how much our charity achieves to protect
our precious marine environment and seals. Following government guidelines, our four rangers took the kit needed to
work effectively from home and being resourceful we all soon learned new skills, hosting virtual team meetings and
using an online space to share projects. We’ve redesigned our Photo ID system with remote network access that will
revolutionise how we work forever.
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We celebrated CSGRT’s 20th birthday with our first ever conference – a virtual one at that attended by 700+ different
people (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuzvSLkxvtdgbnccHqibILQ/videos ) and immediately followed this with
our first ever crowdfunding appeal (https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/protect-endangered-seals-by-funding-marinerangers ), smashing our fundraising target with donations reaching £21888 in just five short weeks.
Perhaps our biggest lockdown conservation achievement, however, was providing Natural England with the evidence
they needed to include seals as a special interest feature in a third Site of Special Scientific Interest in Cornwall between
Aire Point and Carrick Du.
We never thought we’d say this, but COVID19 has changed our charity and seal conservation for the better forever.
2. Negative Impacts. Some potential isolation for Rangers who live alone and work alone.
3. Lessons Learned. We need to continue to flex and learn to adapt to a changing world.
4. Objectives for 2021. Greater self-generated finance and security, an online database for volunteers to digitise their
surveys from home, Bespoke Photo ID software, to continue to represent our globally rare grey seals nationally and
internationally to improve their conservation and protection.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. Happy to participate in any cross CPPC initiatives and the re-usable mask campaign….we
have our own available …. https://rowesbypost.co.uk/all-products/39-rowe-bakers-anti-microbial-fabric-facemask.html
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1.Positive Change. No changes really.

2.Negative Impacts. Work parties have been curtailed but have to say the turnouts before CV-19 had been sadly
poor anyway. Any work since Covid regulations has been ‘unofficial’ by individuals or in pairs or family groups. As
the committee has not met since CV-19 not much has happened committee wise. It has shown which committee
members are committed and which one are not.
One issue that showed up during the first part of the Covid period and first lockdown was seeing more discarded
PPE, mostly masks but disposable gloves and tissues have also been seen. All collected by volunteers where/when
possible and placed in the litter bins that are emptied by Biffa.
The biggest issue that became apparent was the huge explosion of rats around the pond on the reserve. You used
to see the odd one now and again but after a month or two of the first lockdown we were seeing dozens in broad
daylight. This was caused by more families visiting the pond so that their children could feed the wildfowl that live
on and by the pond. Uneaten food was being left at the bankside providing a food source for the rats.
Subsequently the rat population exploded very quickly due to the large amounts of available food. Cornwall
Council’s Environmental Health Dept had to step in because of the health risk to the public from Leptospirosis
(Weil’s disease). Notices were put up around the pond asking people not to feed the wildfowl and explaining the
risk to health but that did not work so poison traps had to be put down and part of the path around the pond had to
fenced off. Eventually people began to take notice and most stopped feeding the wildfowl resulting in rat levels
returning to normal.
3.Lessons Learned. We need to get more people onside as to what we do regarding public access to the Local
Nature Reserve, conservation and the litter issue. As we are not a beach group maybe we are not ‘sexy’ enough...
More exposure on social media and within the community will work along with other media exposure. We have a
current project placing a welcome sign or the reserve with three interpretation boards to place in the
environmentally different areas of the reserve (pond, wet woodland and wildflower meadow) and a site map. We
are currently attempting to find new people willing to help out on the very small current committee.
4.Objectives for 2021. We have plans to move the group forward but needs thought on how we can achieve that.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. No ideas I am afraid.... We just keep plugging away at the need not to litter as any that
finds its way into the pond can end up out at sea or get caught up in the stream that enters the sea about 2km
away.
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1. Positive Change. Beach Guardian understand how tricky delivering educational content can be, especially for work-at
home parents who are now required to adopt the role of teacher too. Emily produced a series of educational videos as
part of her weekly ‘Tune in Tuesday’ video blog, streaming from her back garden with different topics; exploring some
of the majestic wildlife Cornwall has to offer, teaching young people more about their coastline, and what they can do
to protect it. These videos have since been viewed by nearly 20,000 people across the world.
Beach Guardian also wanted to give others the opportunity to share some of their passions with young people to aid
home learning. To facilitate this, Beach Guardian launched their ‘Takeover Thursday’ feature; each week a student from
across the South West would send in a video of their own to provide lessons for home-schooling parents; with topics
from coral reefs and giraffes to the human brain! These sessions are still ongoing, have been supported by BBC
Spotlight and the University of Exeter and have been viewed by over 17,000 people worldwide.
Accompanying the support online, Beach Guardian provided video content for other channels, reaching communities
both in Cornwall and further afield, including becoming a ‘Wild Days’ presenter for Earthwatch Europe, leading
activities for Cornwall School Games and even providing a video showcasing the importance of beach cleaning in
Cornwall, to inspire the entire UK workforce of PepsiCo (second largest food and drink manufacturer in the world) to
litter pick in their own communities whilst on their daily walks.
BBC Spotlight (most watched television programme in the region) asked Emily to provide ‘Eco Ideas’ reports for
families to do at home, that both unite families and conserve the planet. Emily also produced a video diary that
documented the changes in the environment she noticed throughout lockdown premiering on World Environment Day,
followed by a live interview about the importance of nature throughout this time, and how our communities, united,
can protect it.
The connection to the environment was the one constant that aided mental health and wellbeing during lockdown.
Emily joined The Thrive Programme (mental health organisation) and Tevi for a webinar to explore the importance of
nature to society and how people can protect it themselves. Beach Guardian also partnered with Bodmin Hospital
residents and NHS Social Prescribing initiative.
We also partnered with Together for Families, Cornwall Outdoors and Cornwall Council to provide 6 free-of-charge
beach school sessions throughout August, to re-socialise school children, combat back-to-school anxiety and remove
litter from a Cornish beach.
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Connecting with young people and combating social isolation was critical but connecting with older people in the
Cornish community and further was also crucial. Every week, Emily used Zoom to provide engaging and empowering
presentations about the importance of the protecting the natural world. Collaborating with Rotary Clubs, Emily spoke

Connecting with young people and combating social isolation was critical but connecting with older people in the
Cornish community and further was also crucial. Every week, Emily used Zoom to provide engaging and empowering
presentations about the importance of the protecting the natural world. Collaborating with Rotary Clubs, Emily spoke
with groups from Plympton to Ghana, Jamaica to Northampton and Florida to Newfoundland.
2.Negative Impacts. The negative impact was the cancelling of community litter picks but, as restrictions lifted, Beach
Guardian kickstarted community clean-ups, allowing people to re-socialise and reconnect after extended periods of
isolation. Providing resources, to make the restart as smooth and safe as possible and to guide other groups to do the
same. Throughout all of this, the team continued with their own clean-ups on their daily walks tracking and monitoring
the impacts on the environment of both the absence of people, and the emergence of PPE pollution.
Beach Guardian has become a global spokesperson and expert in this fresh pollutant, and have appeared in both local,
national and global media. Reporting with CBS news in the states to New Zealand, working with Defra and Greenpeace
and appearing multiple times on local radio and television to bring this issue to the forefront.
3.Lessons Learned. When the nationwide lockdown was announced, like the rest of the country, the Beach Guardian
team feared for the future of their organisation. However, the team knew that, like nature, they would have to learn to
adapt, as the community needed them now more than ever.
4.Objectives for 2021. To continue with our main objectives to engage, education and empower against plastic
pollution with our current work but to bring school workshops to beaches and to continue to raise awareness of the
issues of plastic pollution, ghost gear and other marine problems, locally, nationally and internationally where possible.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. We will be doing more workshops at our Beach Guardian 'Lab' in Padstow - our outdoor space
and polytunnel - so there will be opportunities for volunteers to participate.
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1. Positive Change a) During lock down, less people around, less traffic, less pollution, less litter.
b) Spending more time with my immediate family doing beach cleans most days.
2. Negative Impact a) During Lock down, unable to hold any group / public events
b) After lock down so many more people around and more traffic, a greater amount of litter
c) Still unable to hold large group / public events
d) More recently finding a huge number of PPE items
e) Volunteers are missing seeing each other
3. Lessons Learned a) This coming year I hope to start small clean ups with local friends and volunteers, numbers depending on
government guidelines.
b) I have set up a what’s app group for volunteers so I can limit numbers attending.
c) Now need to tell volunteers to stay 2m apart
4. Objectives for 2021. Found this hard to answer. No objectives as yet, as we are waiting until the New Year to make
plans.
5. I have collaborated on beach cleans / litter picks this year with Clean Ocean Sailing, Helford Marine Conservation
Group, Beach Guardian and PF Falmouth, this will continue in 2021
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1. Positive Change. We’ve been able to refine our projects to make them more efficient and focus on our key objectives.
We’ve also had more time to work with new volunteers with getting them involved with the marine group and able to
focus on things like our website and social media.

2.Negative Impacts. We’ve not been able to conduct as much survey work and we’ve not been able to run are events to
engage locals about our marine environment. We are especially sad that our outreach team haven't been able to go into
school and run our amazing sessions engaging local children about the marine environment.

3.Lessons Learned. Not taking on as many projects and focus on our main projects (Outreach, Oysters, Seaquest and
Shore Search) and making sure they run really efficiently to engage as many people as possible and making sure our
coordinators and volunteers have the support they need to run our projects.

4.Objectives for 2021. Our objectives this year is to strengthen our committee to be able to carry out our projects, to
continue to engage as many children in the marine environment in whatever new form that may be as well as to engage
our local community with marine events.

5. Ideas for Collaboration. It would be great to collaborate with the CPPC and our outreach team.
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1. Positive Change. Difficult to find much positive news with the rise in discarded plastic PPE. Our group is spread
Cornwall-wide so we have tended to work individually in our own areas. We have all been exploring from our doorsteps
and have discovered new outdoor spaces and litter hot spots. Have had time to meet others and explain what we are
tackling next and ask for support. Wildlife much more visible in first lockdown and noise reduction and less traffic had a
significant effect on improving air quality.
2. Negative Impact. Feeling of isolation because of not meeting up and bouncing off our shared enthusiasm! Not being
able to gather in groups and recruit new members. Our cigarette butt campaign ground to a halt. Littered PPE has been
a significant feature of litter. Refusal to fill reusable coffee cups has resulted in massive rise of disposable cups.
Takeaway meals have produced large volumes of single use packaging. Feel that we have lost ground and sympathy for
reducing plastic with the rise of single use PPE which people deem essential to keep themselves safe from COVID.
3. Lessons Learned. We can all work together from home using Zoom or Teams resulting in less travel and less carbon.
We are planning to recruit more local Ambassadors who can work with small groups in their patch and connect with
their own Community, PC,’s WI’s Schools etc. Social media has been incredibly important to spread our message and
connect with other like-minded individuals and groups and to highlight our work and send key messages to those we
are asking to change their habits.
4. Objectives for 2021. Slowly, slowly catchee monkey! There is little appetite from struggling businesses to listen to us
at the moment and we run the risk of annoying them if we pester. Coming up with forward looking plans for reestablishing ourselves when the time is right and doing research on future campaigns plus aligning ourselves with other
Environmental groups.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. We would like to see a regular newsletter to which we could all contribute so there isn’t such
a big gap between seeing each other and finding what everyone’s up to. Maybe this could help on the ground
collaboration - county wide I’m not sure where everyone is based. Links to research and good news stories like Sue’s
seal rescue, Ghost net recycling, CSA awards could all be shared this way to encourage more connection.
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1. Positive Change. The WI has 3 levels:
-

the local WIs (we have 122 WIs in Cornwall with over 3000 members). This is where the beach-cleans and other
actions are done.

-

The County Federation, where we aim to raise awareness and inform WI members about environmental and WI
campaigns, arranging affordable and attractive events, promoting action, and lobbying decision-makers.

-

the National Federation where, through our democratic resolutions process, members can bring the issues that
matter to them onto our national agenda. NF creates and steers the WI campaigns to bring members together
to take action.

In the local WIs and in Cornwall Federation, we have been very restricted on what we can do this year. Most of our
energies have been focused at national level where several very important things have been happening in the WI this
year - with a lot of background support from us in the regions - which directly affect all our influence on plastic
pollution.
All-Party Parliamentary Group on Microplastics
Very excitingly since June, the WI Public Affairs team has become the Secretariat to this new APPG. The Group works
to raise awareness of the effect microplastics have on the environment. The group works cross-party with interested
stakeholders to discuss potential policy solutions to the problem of microplastics and microfibres. This gives the WI a
good position of influence on this key issue.
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The Environment Bill and the Plastics Pollution Bill
We continue to work with Friends of the Earth, Surfers Against Sewage, Tearfund and Keep Britain Tidy on generating
support for amendments on the Environment Bill that would see the elimination of non-essential plastics by 2025, and
an ambitious overall reduction of all plastics by 2050.
End Plastic Soup
For three years now we have been running our End Plastic Soup campaign.
2. Negative Impacts. Local WIs have not been holding meetings at all this year. Many have met on Zoom – but not all,
and those WIs that have been meeting virtually do not attract all members. Meetings are the main source of
information for members and the main forum from which groups get together to set up beach cleans and other actions.
Our monthly county magazine has not been printed in some months (just available online to members, and even in
months when it has been printed, distribution has been difficult.) So communication has been limited.
3. Lessons Learned. We are stepping up work on communication with our members. We realise we have limited
information about what local WIs are doing about plastic pollution and we may not be providing as much helpful
information to them about plastics campaigns (and indeed about other campaigns). This has been highlighted during
this difficult year.
So we are now working to increase the amount of information we get out to WIs, and the variety of delivery methods,
to interest and inform members as much as we can, and give them ideas and contacts to encourage them more to get
involved.
4. Objectives for 2021. As 3 above.
Our main theme for 2021 is “Build back better” in the run up to COP 26. Reducing plastic is part and parcel of the
climate change challenge. We will not be focusing exclusively on this; plastic pollution is also high on our agenda.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. We have WIs in most towns and villages and our members include lots of the key people in
any community and we will be very happy to support other CPPC members by advertising appropriate Issues on our
website, facebook and magazine, and we are very interested in co-hosting events to raise awareness or promote action.
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1. Positive Change. Our BDMLR community have managed to remain connected through social media, which has
meant that when we have had social get togethers that might have previously been in a location too far to travel to,
members of our group form further away have been able to be included.
Meetings, conference and talks via conference platforms such as Zoom have reduced our carbon footprint.
We have also taken the opportunity to redevelop our training course to move our physical lectures to an online
platform, thus enabling us to continue running the training day as an entirely outdoor activity to help reduce the risk of
Covid transmission and comply with guidelines such as distancing and group sizes.
2. Negative Impacts. Those medics who really value face to face contact have struggled at times. We have been unable
to bring in more medics to our pup unit due to social distancing. At rescues we have at times had members of the public
keen to talk and help but without masks – which is tricky. We are seeing an increase in PPE littering our shorelines. An
increase in people on our beaches outside lockdowns has potentially increased pup disturbance – great that people
want to get outdoors, but highlights a need for increased education.
Physical fundraising activities and training courses were largely cancelled throughout the year, which is a significant
blow to our fundraising and annual expected income. We were able to restart courses later in the year to help make up
for some of this loss, as well as moving to more online-oriented fundraising efforts, but we have still suffered financially.
Public awareness and education from public events and the number of volunteers able to be trained this year will also
have been negatively impacted.
The very serious negative situation that has arisen is through much-reduced capacity for seal rehabilitation in centres
throughout the UK with whom we work, as their staff were split into smaller working bubbles and/or were furloughed,
so were able to cope with fewer casualties. This has put immense pressure on our volunteers on the beaches with seal
pup health assessments and increased effort on monitoring in situ wherever appropriate to do so, however in some
areas of the country some seals who would clearly suffer if left on the beach through sickness, injury and starvation
have had to be euthanased where no rehabilitation space has been available. Indeed, at many times throughout
autumn/winter 2020 and into 2021 all available pen space in all centres across the UK have been at full capacity. It has
been very difficult to adapt to this significant change and the effect on the mental health of volunteers dealing with
these cases regularly is concerning – however it is important that animal welfare has to be at the heart of what we do
first and foremost.
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3. Lessons Learned. We can be discerning regarding travel necessity and can question and address waste within our seal
pup unit.
The use of virtual conferencing facilities for talks, meetings, conferences and social gathering has many benefits
particularly towards the environment as already mentioned. It also saves a lot of time and money with reduced travel
and accommodation expenses and will likely remain a regular form of communication going forward than returning to
physical meetings in most cases.
We were quite successful in adapting quickly to focus on online fundraising efforts and increasing our social media
presence – unintentionally helped in part helped by a number of very significant stranding incidents that garnered
national and even international media attention.
4. Objectives for 2021. To rescue and protect as many marine mammals as we are able to. To measure and report on
the social and psychological impact of volunteering with BDMLR (seal pups).
To continue to build on our partnerships with other organisations and find new ones.
To continue to build our online audiences and therefore our capacity for improving awareness, education and
fundraising efforts.
In Cornwall it is to raise funds for and build a purpose made seal pup holding unit – the plans for this have sustainability
at the very centre.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. Definitely we can encourage the 2 minute beach clean – if we can do this whilst on rescues
anyone can do this. We had our own BDMLR-themed reusable masks… maybe we could promote CPPC ones with a
“protect what you love” message on them?
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1. Positive Change. The biggest change we faced due to COVID-19 was the inability to run our usual face to face
interactions. As of late March, all our mass-community mobilisation efforts had to be postponed. The Big Spring Beach
Clean, our National Regional Rep Training Events, Boardmasters, a Regional Tour and many other activations had to be
put on hold due to lockdown restrictions. However, this created a unique opportunity for us to digitise our campaigning
and overall work while also placing more of a focus on individual actions (Mini Beach Cleans for example).
Through April and May we ran our first #ReturnToOffender campaign, calling on members of the public to take photos
of branded plastic and packaging pollution while out on their allowed exercise and upload these to Twitter with a
template message to the companies responsible. This campaign proved hugely successful engaging 600,000 people
across social media and finding that just 12 brands were responsible for half of the packaging found. A full report can be
found via this link https://www.sas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Return-To-Offender-Express-Issue-1-1.pdf.
Following the success of this, and the obvious appetite of the public to get involved, we launched the
#PostPandemicPollution campaign aimed at targeting the systemic failures present including a lack of recycling and
infrastructure. Again, this proved successful with several ‘wins’ including more bins placed in London parks due to
campaigning by a Rep; greater remit of Brighton’s Litter Abatement Enforcement Officers, again thanks to Rep actions
and big strides forward on microplastics in Southampton’s rivers.
We also celebrated the ban on plastic straws, drinks stirrers and cotton buds after years of campaigning on the subject.
Our campaigning turned digital with huge successes in Water Quality including the delivery of the
#EndSewagePollution Petition, with over 44,600 signatures the publication of this year’s Water Quality Report ( link
is https://www.sas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/SAS-Water-Quality-Report-Digital-v1.pdf) and our involvement in
Sewage (Inland Waters) Bill. All of which, combined with the recruitment of a Policy Officer have seen us increase the
connection between our communities and their MPs with targeted calls to action.
Education has also benefited from ‘going digital’ with the Digital Ocean School series proving hugely popular and our
recent Pupil Power Assembly saw over 10,000 pupils and teachers joining the event.
2020 has also allowed us to lay the groundwork of planning for bigger and more impactful campaigning in 2021
including on Ocean and Climate and Ocean Recovery.
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2. Negative Impacts. At SAS we pride ourselves on our personal relationships with our communities – be they Plastic
Free Community Leads, Regional Reps, Clean Leaders, Members or part of our wider supports. Sadly, due to the
pandemic, we have not been able to run the face-to-face events that form the basis of this relationship. While we have
adapted as best we can, the Community and Events Team have run several Zoom Training Series of around 15 sessions
and similar has been done for Plastic Free Communities, it is not quite the same.
From a wider point of view, the detrimental impact the lifting of lockdown restrictions in the summer had on the
environment was a huge negative point. During the first lockdown it seems that the environment was healing itself,
given a brief respite, beaches, rivers and streets were free of plastic and packaging pollution, people drove less and
made conscious decisions to live with less of an impact. This seemingly came to an abrupt end when our ‘freedoms’
were returned.
3. Lessons Learned. We have learnt a lot through 2020, not least the strength of our communities and the need of the
public to do more to protect the environment. Moving forward, we will place a greater emphasis on digital campaigning
and training as well as physical but we are also planning a big year of face to face actions for 2021.
4. Objectives for 2021. We will be engaging, upskilling, onboarding and mobilising our communities and the wider
public in better, more impactful and more effective ways to achieve our 10 year ambitions:
•

Plastic Pollution - End plastic pollution on UK beaches by 2030

•

Water Quality - End sewage discharge into UK bathing waters by 2030

•

Ocean and Climate – The UK to be Net Zero by 2030

•

Ocean Recovery - 30% of the ocean & all UK Marine Protected Areas highly protected by 2030

5. Ideas for Collaboration. There will be lots of areas for collaboration that we can discuss in the first quarter of next
year.
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1. Positive Change. As we haven't run any activities this year other than the evening talks at the very beginning of the
year before the pandemic and the sea watches which are part of the CWT Seaquest South West events, this year has
made us realise that we need to dramatically change how the group is run and by who. It would have been easy to carry
on in the minimal way we were but this year has shown us that isn't sustainable and has made us reconsider how we do
things, which is a positive I think.
2. Negative Impacts. The negatives being we haven't run any events or had any volunteer activities.
3. Lessons Learned. See answer 1, plus get more people involved in the organisation and of events as well as getting
new ideas in.
4. Objectives for 2021. See answer 1, plus restructure, reorganise, reform everything we do (will know more after Jan
14th).
5. Ideas for Collaboration. Will know more after the 14th January 2021 when we are holding a virtual meeting with the
Wildlife Trust to discuss moving the group forward

1. Positive Change. None unless you include less pressure on the environment due to reduced visitor numbers and
travel.
2. Negative Impacts. Curtailment of normal activities and difficulties in planning new ones.
3. Lessons Learned. Too early to say.
4. Objectives for 2021. Difficult to say until lockdown ends but our new website is not far from launch and we hope to
make this a forum for spreading information via guest blogs.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. Not sure yet.
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1. Positive Change. The lockdown earlier in the year led us to have more meetings than we would have had otherwise
resulting in better discussion and planning. This paid off later when we could take direct actions in the water. A
consequence of the lockdown led to a change in BBC programming and to Simon Reeve doing a feature especially on
Cornwall. We featured in one of these programmes and had a massive increase in funding as a result. We recruited two
new committee members and became a registered charity.
2. Negative Impacts. Lack of ability to get in the water.
3. Lessons Learned. Talk and plan more.
4. Objectives for 2021.
•

Take advantage of our increased funding to have more events with more divers.

•

Improve our RHIB for better diver access.

•

Stencilling around surface water drains "The sea starts here, don't litter", pilot trial in Lostwithiel (when it stops
raining).

5. Ideas for Collaboration.
A simple message for anyone, "Pick up litter…..anywhere -- > 75% of marine litter starts out as street litter."
1 & 2. Positive Change and Negative Impacts. The pandemic and lock down rules have had the effect of limiting the
contact that liaison can make with fishing vessels. However, the professionals running waste disposal for FFL from the
ports and all the port and harbour staff have been continuing to work throughout and we are grateful for their
professional help to ensure the initiative continues.
4. Objectives for 2021. We don’t know if any fishing crews have been lost to the project but will redouble the liaison as
soon as the pandemic rules and funding allows.
5. Ideas for collaboration. We would benefit from closer working with the plastic recycling in future, but the pandemic
has made it difficult for them and us to visit harbours.
(No reply to Q 3)
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1. Positive Change. We think that the first lockdown brought peace and quiet to the area and therefore nature was
much more in evidence and appreciated by everyone. The environment saw only positive things, no noise, no pollution,
no traffic. Nature was in its element.
Social media became the norm and at times the only way of communicating. However what also became obvious was
that when we were able to meet then we had a considerable increase in numbers at our work parties, people just glad to
out in the open air, sampling the delights of Par Beach and Local Nature Reserve.
2. Negative Impacts. Negatives were that we were unable to do many of our normal activities, either at the beach or in
face-to-face meetings. Zoom is amazing but no substitute for face to face. Another negative was with more staycations
more people on the beach and regrettably more dog poo and more litter when the visitors came over the bridge.
3. Lessons Learned. We learnt the lessons of having to improve our social media activities, and this year have totally
updated our website, improved our Facebook initiatives, and created our second much improved FOPB calendar, which
sold in big numbers, thus replacing some funds which we would have otherwise raised in other ways. Our marketing
was much improved so lessons were learned.
4. Objectives for 2021. Several initiatives in the pipeline. Continued improvement in our social media activities. We are
this year improving our information to members and visitors by constructing several interpretation boards around the
site, finance is already in the bank thankfully, getting involved in a nationwide Time and Tide Bell project. Par has been
chosen as the only site in Cornwall, and we are pleased to have been asked to take a leading role in this interesting
project. Have a look at www.timeandtidebell.org.
5. ideas for Collaboration. See the above but perhaps very relevant to CPPC, we should look at ways of getting all
groups to get together to encourage the CC to provide more Recycling facilities at all our locations.
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1. Positive Change. We have had more members of our community coming forwards and wanting to learn about our
natural environment, the work of the Trust and offering support. We have increased our “virtual presence” and gained
more followers/a wider audience to share our conservation stories and Islands with. It has been tricky to capitalise on
this, particularly with tourists returning to the Islands, as locals were then either working or isolating due to health
issues.
2. Negative Impacts. Due to the strength of feeling caused by the actual and perceived threat of Covid-19 to our Island
population we, at the Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust, have had to tread carefully and put our community at the heart of
every decision we make. Consequently, this year we have not run any facilitated beach cleans; our volunteering has
been limited to self-led activities in terms of beach cleans with us, or the local council collecting beach clean waste. Our
only facilitated volunteer activity during 2020 was, when it was possible to go ahead, our Community Archaeology
Group (CAG) events; of 12 scheduled events we successfully ran 4, with a maximum number of 6 attendees at each
including staff.
We also cancelled the bulk of our events programme and have only taken part in a handful of virtual events with our
Islands youngsters, via Zoom. Our engagement work has been greatly reduced as a result of the loss of our Education
Ranger; where possible other staff members have picked up on this work but as we are all currently working beyond
capacity it hasn’t been easy. Face-to-face engagement was the core purpose of our Education Ranger, as such when
Lockdown was announced our Ranger was furloughed. It soon became apparent, even as Lockdown restrictions were
lifting, that our Education Ranger role was untenable; we couldn’t continue to facilitate events and cover
costs. Consequently we made the difficult decision to make the post redundant; luckily we were able to avoid staff
redundancies and redeploy our Education Ranger to our Estate Ranger team. As a consequence of this, our
engagement work has suffered hugely and we have been focusing on our Charity’s core and funded work.
We have seen an increase in PPE debris, both on the beaches and around the Islands paths & roads.
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3. Lessons Learned. We have always known how “fragile” our organisation is when it comes to funding and
support. This year has shown us not only how quickly situations can change but also how resilient and adaptable we are
as a staff team. The support we have received from residents and visitors has been heartening and encouraging and we
hope to build on this and our “virtual presence”; ensuring that we can continue our general conservation work across
the islands and engage our supporters in this and not just our marine based work (which is often the more “accessible”
and “showy” element, particularly for those visiting our islands).
4. Objectives for 2021.
•

To protect, restore and create sustainable, nature-rich habitats on the land and in the seas around us

•

To promote the enjoyment, appreciation, understanding and value of the Isles of Scilly Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB)

•

To be respected in the island community and beyond as an exemplar organisation in evidence-based nature
conservation

•

To support the Isles of Scilly economy by operating as a viable business, employer and by showing leadership

5. Ideas for Collaboration. We’re currently working on budgets/funding and project ideas but are severely restricted in
what we can realistically do/deliver.
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1. Positive Change. Everyone involved at WTF has been amazing, the beaches have been kept clean without organised
cleans by volunteers and public, the other projects WTF are involved in have been put on hold. BDMLR and other
wildlife rescues have been consistent with other years
2. Negative Impacts. No organised cleans for nearly a year! We have run some very small cleans with limited numbers
on Ghost netting removal and extreme clings to remote beaches. These aren’t normally promoted on our facebook
page for safety reasons.
3. Lessons Learned. We are looking at small teams working together within a large group. Widemouth has 4 different
beaches so volunteers can be split 24-30 between the beaches with any extras on the dunes and hedgerows.
4. Objectives for 2021.To get back to monthly cleans, sand dune restoration and other projects.
5. ideas for Collaboration. Collaboration is great & any petitions raised for any reasons have a wide range of social
media awareness groups to share them with. The masks need addressing and we’ve also seen an increase in Ghost
netting on N Cornwall beaches.
1. Positive Change. The positive is that it has given the group time to reflect upon what it is doing and to renew policies,
the constitution etc. On the environment front, more people have been out walking in family groups. (Well, they have
been near me - an inland footpath runs along our boundary).
2. Negative Impacts. The negative is that very few activities have taken place. There is an impression that volunteer
capacity is lacking, maybe partially due to the need for social distancing and the understandable impulse for many to
focus on the immediate i.e. family, work. It has been difficult to attract new people to join the association and an
activity focused on environmentally friendly decorations drew very little response.
3. Lessons Learned. We need to build up resilience and focus on our strengths as an association, and be realistic about
what can be achieved. Events will only happen if we can be sure that there are at least a couple of people willing to take
a lead on them e.g. even with a small team of litter pickers willing to do occasional litter picks, someone has to do the
risk assessment, coordinate the activity, make sure the equipment is available.
4. Objectives for 2021. To act as a forum for discussion e.g. via our popular community magazine, by developing our
website and maintaining the Facebook site. To link up with other groups locally, so as to maximise our collective impact
e.g. by supporting the proposed Time and Tide Bell project at Par Sands.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. We are always willing to publicise events and activities locally via our various media and this
might include a call for volunteers who could then contact the individual groups involved in organising said events and
activities.
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1. Positive Change. It’s hard to see a positive relating directly to our activities. Lots of sailing clean up missions had to be
cancelled, but we did what we could as a family. It was great to see the wildlife enjoying the humans being absent though,
we saw seals, dolphins, tuna, whales, loads of fish and even some deer on the beach!! But of course in July everyone went
nuts and trashed the beaches with rubbish again. World wide reports of cleaner air, and people having to work from home
so much less commuting gave hope that we won’t just go back to normal after this pandemic has passed but will learn and
take notice and change our ways for the better and future health of our planet.
2. Negative Impacts. Cancelled clean up missions, my personal income almost completely stopped. And the madness after
the lockdown eased in summer, we've never before picked up so many disposable BBQs, beer cans, bottles, food
packaging etc in such a short space of time our local beaches went from pristine to piles of visitors trash practically
overnight. And speed boats and Jet-skis were tearing around the estuaries causing massive stress to the wildlife, very
upsetting to witness so many noisy idiots out there. Also discarded PPE all over the place.
3. Lessons Learned. I touched on this in 1st answer with regard to taking notice of the scientists measuring pollution and
climate change and massive loss of biodiversity. We have to follow the government's guidance with regard to social
distancing whilst its quite easy to work within the rules doing land-based beach cleans. It’s not possible onboard a sailing
vessel or in small row boats. So we can only continue as a family group for now. Luckily we have 2 very strong and keen
teenagers who love beach cleaning so we've managed to remove just over 10 tons of beach rubbish and ghost
gear (including wrecked plastic boats in Helford River) in total last year. We shall continue as best we can as a family to
remove as much deadly plastic pollution as possible from our environment under sail and oar, keeping our carbon footprint
very close to zero. And hope the rules soon allow us to invite volunteers to help us again.
4. Objectives for 2021. This winter is repairs to our old boat and mother ship of Clean Ocean Sailing our beloved Annie, and
removing the 20 plus fiberglass wrecks abandoned and breaking up causing pollution in the Helford River. Another big
Scilly isles clean up mission in August. Continue to research alternatives to plastic products. Expand and improve our
recycling infrastructure down here in Cornwall. Try to find answers for the currently unrecyclable junk we collect. Try to
secure funding streams to keep us going, grant applications, crowd funding, sponsorship etc. Give talks at
environmentally educational events (online for now) in schools, sailing clubs etc. Continue to spread awareness globally /
invite other sailors and sailing vessels to join us on clean up missions. Finish & publish a book about our adventures.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. We are hoping that all CPPC members can continue to collaborate as we all have so amazingly
well so far. We are working towards setting up a waste processing plant down here that can work as it does in Denmark
and Holland. That needs collaboration of various CPPC members. So we can turn ghost net and abandoned fiberglass
boats (by far the two biggest by weight offenders) and other currently unrecyclable beach found rubbish into a
usable product creating jobs, commercially viable new businesses and diverting literally 1000s of tons of waste away from
landfill and incineration.
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1. Positive Change. We developed a hand sanitiser for our stations and discovered a lot about gels and liquids!!! Who
knew?! We received a grant from CC to put sanitisers on most of our Cornwall stations.
However, we have been able to start our Beach School (now going online) and get on with our mission to educate.
Happily too people have been using litter-picking and beach cleaning as therapy during the lockdowns. In lockdown 1
we ran a daily #2minutesofpositivity campaign and invited all kinds of people to contribute well-being videos that were
enjoyed by many.
2. Negative Impacts. Sadly our Guardian Angel scheme in Devon and Cornwall had to come to an abrupt halt (we had
just completed a training weekend for 22 of them in February) as many were shielding. However Claire has been
keeping in touch with them via her Angel Academy and they are still together and ready for the time we can get out
properly again. We asked all our guardians to put our stations away unless they had sanitisers. We were also donated
end of line stock from Surfdome to sell in an on-beach store in Bude but that had to be delayed and potentially cost us
1000s in missed sales.
3. Lessons Learned. We have learned that the lone rangers and individuals are the beach cleaners of the future. Anyone
can pick up on their walks and we hope that everyone will continue to do so, even if they can’t go to organised cleans.
And that makes us ever more determined to keep going and to keep inspiring people to pick up.
4. Objectives for 2021. We are setting up the beach school, expanding our angel network to Dorset and working on our
Angel Academy to offer beach cleaners and our Angels the opportunity to learn each skills such as becoming BDMLR
medics, learning how to do MCS surveys etc all under one roof. The Beach School is the most important project as it will
introduce kids to the beach and beach cleaning. We hope it will be a model that can be rolled out across the country at
some point, if it is successful.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. We are always open to collaboration projects. We’d love CPPC members to become Guardian
Angels (Rob at Beach Guardian is one) to take care of our stations and help bind communities, run events and get as
many people involved as possible. We are about to start launching our marine litter made stations in the next few
months and we’d love to be able to take waste from Cornish beaches to become those stations. We are open to using
our network, mailing list and social media presence to help any of our fellow beach cleaners.
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1. Positive Change. The positive changes are that I reached lots of people on line, instagram gone mad, meant lots of
sales which spreads the word, very happy about that. Also I've been focusing on my local area / lane / woods etc. Litter
picking etc.
Open Studios was surprising very successful, I reached so many people that week, my comments book was lovely.
2. Negative impacts. No craft markets meant no face-to-face chats with people. Not being able to freely travel meant
that I couldn't visit the beach as much. Walking down through my woods to the beach and back is more than an hour so
in the beginning of the lockdown we stayed very local and explored our local lanes and wood often getting out very
early in the morning to avoid people. Very upset to see masks everywhere
4. Objectives for 2021. No plan, sorry, I'm carrying on as I am selling on-line. Instagram is very useful. I'm often donating
items of my artwork to Cornwall Seal Group & Research Trust and 2minute Beach-clean to help them with fundraising.
5.Ideas for Collaboration. I'd love to do more with you and CPPC when we can.

(no reply to Q 3)

1. Positive Change. We have engaged with a new audience via social media (Note I spy Wildlife in the Three Bays FB
group) and I also hope that because people have been out more on their local daily exercise they have developed more
affinity with where they live and nature, we have saved money no meeting costs and have had time to reflect.
2.Negative Impacts. Effected citizen science work, loss of time and effort in things that have got cancelled, lost some
volunteers and the tourist boom is a problem exacerbating problems.
3. Lessons Learned. Health and safety / risk assessment changes more of the same but some issues like wildlife
disturbance and informing people what sustainable seafood maybe prioritised.
4. Objectives for 2021. Same as always enhance and protect local wildlife.
5. Ideas for Collaboration. Will have a think we have lost a few volunteers due to work commitments and moving who
lead on Marine litter issues.
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Contact Information for contributing CPPC Members:
Name of Group

Website or Social Media

2 Minute Foundation…………………………………

www.beachclean.net

Beach Guardian……………………………………….

www.beachguardian.org

British Divers Marine Life Rescue………………...

www.bdmlr.org.uk

Clean Cornwall………………………………………….

www.cleancornwall.org

Clean Ocean Sailing………………………………….

www.cleanoceansailing.com

Cornwall federation of Women’s Institutes……

www.cornwallwi.org.uk

Cornwall Seal Group and Research Trust………

www.cornwallsealgroup.co.uk

Falmouth MCG…………………………………………

www.falmouthmarineconservation.co.uk

Fathoms Free………………………………………….

www.fathomsfree.org

Final Straw Cornwall…………………………………

www.finalstrawcornwall.co.uk

Fishing for Litter………………………………………

www.fishingforlitter.org.uk

Friends of Par Beach…………………………………

www.parbeach.com

Friends of Portheras Cove………………………….

Facebook @friendsofportheras

Friends of St Andrews Wetlands Reserve…….

Facebook Group and Facebook page @FoSAWR
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Isle of Scilly Wildlife Trust………………………….

www.ios-wildlifetrust.org.uk

Mounts Bay Marine Group…………………………

Facebook @mountsbaymarinegroup

Newquay Marine Group…………………………….

www.newquaymarinegroup.com

One Bag Beach Clean……………………………….

Facebook @onebagbeachclean

PL24 Community association…………………….

www.pl24community.org

Polzeath MCG…………………………………………

www.polzeathmarineconservation.com

Rame Peninsula BeachCare……………………….

www.ramepbc.org

Smartie Lids on the Beach…………………………

www.smartielidsonthebeach.co.uk

St Agnes MCG…………………………………………

Facebook @stagnesmarineconservationgroup

Surfers Against Sewage……………………………

www.sas.org.uk

Transition Falmouth…………………………………

www.transitionfalmlouth.org.uk

Transition Truro……………………………………….

www.transitiontruro.org.uk

Widemouth Task Force…………………………….

Facebook Group
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